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Sharp Switching in Optical Couplers With Variable
Coupling Coefficient

Truong X. Tran and Xuan N. Nguyen

Abstract—We report the switching behavior of a nonlinear opti-
cal coupler consisting of two straight waveguides forming a small
angle. A very sharp switching can be obtained with these couplers.
The switching power can be reduced up to two times compared to
conventional couplers. The multiple switching can also happen at
two and even more ranges of input powers. Because light switching
is based on the optical Kerr effect, ultrafast switching is possible.

Index Terms—Directional couplers, nonlinear fiber optics, non-
linear optical devices, optical switches.

I. INTRODUCTION

F IBER couplers, also known as directional couplers are used
routinely for a variety of fiber-optical devices that require

splitting of an optical field into two physically separated parts
(and vice versa). Although most applications of fiber couplers
only use their linear characteristics, nonlinear effects have been
studied since 1982 [1]–[3]. Several important nonlinear effects
have been thoroughly studied in parallel couplers and can lead
to all-optical switching among other applications [1], [4], [5].
Conventional couplers consist of two parallel waveguides (or
fibers) which are brought together close enough so that their
evanescent fields overlap, thus they have a constant coupling
coefficient (CCC) along the propagation direction. It is well-
known that the switching sharpness in these couplers is not very
good and several approaches have been proposed to overcome
this drawback. These new approaches are based on three-core
couplers [6]–[8], nonlinear junctions [9], [10], or even a switch-
ing matrix [11]. In this paper we show that the ideal switching
sharpness and the multiple switching can be realized in a cou-
pler consisting of just two straight waveguides forming a small
angle θ [see Fig. 1(a)], thus having a variable coupling coeffi-
cient (VCC). This kind of coupler has been proposed in a recent
study [12] with the focus on the optical non-reciprocality and
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of a waveguide coupler with
two cores forming a non-zero angle θ. (b) Relative output power as a function
of normalized input power (Pi/Pc ) in the CW regime. Black dotted curve: the
standard switching for couplers having CCC with the length L = Lc ; red dashed
and green dashed-dotted curves: light is launched from port 1, then collected
at port 2 and vice versa, respectively, for couplers having VCC with the length
L = 1.3Lc ; blue solid curve: light is launched from port 1, then collected at port
2 for couplers having VCC with the length L = 4Lc . (c) Normalized angles of
incline of the tangent line at each point on the curves in Fig. 1(b) are shown
correspondingly in Fig. 1(c). The type and color of curves in Fig. 1(b) and
corresponding curves in Fig. 1(c) are the same. (d) Relative output power as
a function of normalized input power (Pi/Pc ) in the CW regime for couplers
having CCC with the length L = 4Lc .

“optical diode” action. Even though in the latter study [12] the
switching ability of these couplers has also been mentioned,
but it has not been investigated in detail, and other important
switching features of these couplers such as switching with ideal
sharpness, multiple switching and other aspects have not been
reported there. In this paper we intend to explore these impor-
tant switching features which have been missed in the latter
study [12].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe
the two coupled-mode equations governing the light propagation
in couplers consisting of two straight waveguides forming a
small angle. In Section III, we investigate the switching behavior
in the continuous wave (CW) regime of these couplers. The
switching behavior with super-Gaussian pulses is explored in
Section IV. In Section V, we summarize our results and finish
with concluding remarks.

0733-8724 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The two coupled generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equa-
tions that describe the system can be written as [4]

i∂zA1 + D(i∂T )A1 + κ(z)A2 + γ

(
1 +

i

ω0
∂T

)

× A1(z, T )
∫ ∞

0
R(t′)|A1(z, T − t′)|2dt′ = 0 (1)

i∂zA2 + D(i∂T )A2 + κ(z)A1 + γ

(
1 +

i

ω0
∂T

)

× A2(z, T )
∫ ∞

0
R(t′)|A2(z, T − t′)|2dt′ = 0 (2)

where A1 and A2 are electric field envelopes in each waveguide,
z is the longitudinal coordinate, and T is time. The linear dis-
persion operator and the nonlinear response function are given
by D(i∂T ) and R(t), respectively [see [12] for more details].
The effect of the shock term is through the derivative (i/ω0)∂T ,
where ω0 is the central frequency of the input pulse.

In the case of two identical circular cores, the coupling co-
efficient κ(z) can be calculated by using the following known
empirical expression (see [13]):

κ(z) =
π
√

n2
co − n2

cl

2anco
exp[−(c0 + c1 d̄(z) + c2 d̄

2(z))] (3)

where a is the cores radius, nco,cl are the refractive in-
dices of cores and cladding, respectively, and d̄(z) ≡ d(z)/a
is the normalized center-to-center spacing between the two
cores (d̄ > 2). Constants c0 , c1 , and c2 depend on the
fibers V -parameter (see [12] and [13]). If the angle be-
tween the two cores of the coupler equals θ, then d̄(z)
varies along z. As a result, the coupling coefficient κ(z)
is not a constant along z: κ(z) = κ0 exp(−α1z − α2z

2),
where κ0 ≡ [(π

√
n2

co − n2
cl)/(2anco)] exp(−c0 − c1d(0)/a −

c2d
2(0)/a2), α1 = c1θ/a, and α2 = c2θ

2/a2 . This forward–
backward asymmetry of the structure leads to the optical non-
reciprocity in the light propagation [12]. In the case of square
cores, it turns out that one can still use (3) to approximately
calculate the coupling coefficient if the effective core radius
aeff = b/

√
π, where b is the side of square cores, is used instead

of the core radius a [12]. We now introduce dimensionless vari-
ables ξ = z/z0 , τ = T/T0 , u = A1/

√
P0 and v = A2/

√
P0 ,

where z0 = 1/κ0 . The power scale is P0 = 1/(γz0). With these
new variables, Equations (1)–(2) are equivalent to the following
dimensionless equations:

i∂ξu +
z0

LD
D(i∂τ )u + v exp(−α1z0ξ − α2z

2
0 ξ2)

+
(

1 +
i

ω0T0
∂τ

)
u

∫ ∞

0
r(τ ′)|u(ξ, τ − τ ′)|2dτ ′ = 0 (4)

i∂ξ v +
z0

LD
D(i∂τ )v + u exp(−α1z0ξ − α2z

2
0 ξ2)

+
(

1 +
i

ω0T0
∂τ

)
v

∫ ∞

0
r(τ ′)|v(ξ, τ − τ ′)|2dτ ′ = 0 (5)

where LD = T 2
0 /|β2 |, β2 is the group velocity dispersion, the

dimensionless function r(τ) is obtained by rescaling time t with

T0 in the response function R(t) (see [12]). The standard split-
step Fourier method [14] will be adopted for simulations in this
paper.

III. OPTICAL SWITCHING IN THE CW REGIME

In the CW regime, the dispersion terms in (4)–(5) will be
eliminated, whereas the nonlinear parts will now contain just the
well-known Kerr terms for materials with Kerr nonlinearity. In
this paper we investigate the widespread material AlxGa1−xAs
which has a great nonlinearity n2 = 1.5 × 10−13cm2/W and
low loss in the infrared region where the photon energy is less
than half the semiconductor bandgap [15]. The refractive index
of this material can be calculated and depends on the parameter
x [16]. The coupler is formed by two identical step-index square
waveguides with cladding having x = 0.185, and core having
x = 0.18. The similar (but not exact) compositions have been
used to fabricate waveguide arrays [17]. Note that the concepts
expressed here are independent of the precise nature and geom-
etry of the two waveguides, provided that they are identical.

Fig. 1(b) shows the relative output power Pi−j , which denotes
the ratio of the output power at the port j to the total input power
Pi launched into the system through the port i, as a function
of the normalized input peak power p = Pi/Pc , where Pc ≡
4κ0/γ = 4P0 , see [4]. The black dotted curve represents the
well-known standard switching P1−2 for conventional two-core
couplers having CCC with the length L = Lc = π/(2κ0) [18];
red dashed and green dashed-dotted curves show the switching
when light is launched from port 1, then collected at port 2
and vice versa, respectively, for couplers having VCC with the
length L = 1.3 Lc (these two curves also demonstrate the non-
reciprocality in couplers having VCC, see [12]); blue solid curve
demonstrates the switching when light is launched from port 1,
then collected at port 2 for couplers having VCC with the length
L = 4 Lc . Parameters used to obtain Fig. 1(b) are: effective core
radius of the two square cores aeff = 2 μm, center-to-center
spacing at the front end d̄(0) = 4.0, angle between two cores
θ = 3.4 mrad, wavelength λ = 1.55 μm. With these parameters
the power scale is calculated to be P0 = 660 W, coupling length
Lc � 0.49 mm, and the nonlinear parameter γ = 4.8W−1/m.
Fig. 1(c) plots the normalized angle of incline α/(π/2) of the
tangent line at each point on the curves shown in Fig. 1(b). The
type and color of curves in Fig. 1(b) and corresponding curves
in Fig. 1(c) are the same. The switching sharpness of couplers
can be quantitatively characterized by the absolute value of the
normalized angle of incline |α|/(π/2). In terms of switching
sharpness, the switching is ideal if the angle of incline of curves
shown in Fig. 1(b) would be |α| = π/2 in the switching region.
In that case, a slight change of the input power will be able to
switch the output signal from one output port to the other one. In
other words, the greater |α|, the better the switching sharpness
of couplers. From Fig. 1(b) and (c) one can have following
remarks.

Firstly, the switching sharpness of couplers having VCC is
improved as compared to the standard switching in conven-
tional two-core couplers having CCC, and it can be almost
ideal in the case of the coupler length L = 4 L c (see solid blue
curve with the vertical fragment). Indeed, one can see from
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Fig. 1(b) that the slope at the switching region (when the nor-
malized input power is around unity) of the curve represent-
ing the conventional two-core couplers having CCC (the black
dotted curve labeled “standard”) is less steep than slopes of
other curves representing couplers having VCC. This feature is
also demonstrated in Fig. 1(c), where the maximum absolute
value of the normalized angle of incline of the tangent lines will
be |α|/(π/2) = 0.7863, 0.8176, 0.85, and 0.96, respectively, for
the black dotted curve representing couplers having CCC, the
green dashed-dotted curve and the red dashed curve represent-
ing couplers having VCC with the coupler length L = 1.3Lc ,
and the solid blue curve representing couplers having VCC with
the coupler length L = 4Lc . The increase in switching sharp-
ness of couplers having VCC can be explained qualitatively as
follows. To be specific, we will now focus on the red dashed
curve labeled “P1−2” in Fig. 1(b) where light propagates from
the front end to the rear end in Fig. 1(a). First, it is well-known
that for conventional couplers, in the linear regime when the
input power is small, at the coupler length L = Lc = π/(2κ0),
light launched at one core will be completely transferred into
the other core [4]. This is the case with the black dotted curve
labeled “standard” in Fig. 1(b). However, for couplers having
VCC, when moving from the front end to the rear end in Fig. 1(a)
the coupling coefficient will decrease [κ(z) < κ0], as a result,
the effective coupling length for couplers having VCC will now
be larger than Lc = π/(2κ0), and for the specific set of param-
eters used in Fig. 1 the effective coupling length for couplers
having VCC equals to 1.3Lc . That is the case of the red dashed
curve labeled “P1−2” in Fig. 1(b). Second, it is also well-known
that for conventional couplers, at the coupling length, the switch-
ing happens around the input power Pi = Pc = 4κ0/γ [4] [see
the curve labeled “standard” in Fig. 1(b)], however, for couplers
having VCC we have κ(z) < κ0 , as a result, the switching power
for couplers having VCC is smaller than in the case of conven-
tional couplers. Thus, we can interpret that the red dashed curve
labeled “P1−2” in Fig. 1(b) is formed by shifting the top part of
the black dotted curve labeled “standard” in Fig. 1(b) to the left
side while fixing the bottom part. This is a possible reason why
the switching sharpness is enhanced in couplers having VCC as
compared to conventional couplers.

Secondly, as explained previously, from Fig. 1(b) one can
easily see that the switching power in couplers having VCC is
smaller and can be reduced up to two times compared to the
standard switching power. Because the switching sharpness in
three-core couplers is improved at the expense of the higher
switching power in comparison to the standard switching [6],
[7], thus the switching power in couplers having VCC can be
even much smaller than the one in three-core couplers.

Thirdly, in the case of couplers having VCC the multiple
switching is possible if the coupler is long enough. For in-
stance, when L = 4c as indicated by the blue solid curve with
U-like pattern in Fig. 1(b), the switching can happen around two
normalized input powers Pi/Pc = 0.59 and 0.86 (compared to
Pi/Pc = 1.07 for couplers having CCC). This multiple switch-
ing has also been reported for nonlinear junctions [9], [10]. It is
worth mentioning that in the case of conventional couplers hav-
ing CCC the coupler length is a crucial parameter determining
switching characteristics. It can be numerically shown that the

overall switching characteristics in couplers having CCC will
be worse if the coupler length is much different from Lc . On
the contrary, the length of couplers having VCC can be cho-
sen in a much larger range in which they still maintain good
performance as switching device.

For the sake of completeness in comparing the switching per-
formance between couplers having CCC and VCC, and also for
understanding the reason why the multiple switching is possible
with couplers having VCC, in Fig. 1(d) we show the relative out-
put power Pi−j as a function of the normalized input peak power
p = Pi/Pc for conventional two-core couplers having CCC with
coupler length L = 4Lc . It is clearly shown in Fig. 1(d) that the
switching performance of couplers having CCC gets worse in
this case as compared to couplers having VCC. Indeed, although
from the bottom of the letter V one can switch into both sides
and vice versa, but because the region of the bottom of the
letter V is very tiny (unlike the letter U), it would be difficult
to switch exactly into the bottom of the letter V (and we need
to switch into that bottom in order to have a good switching
contrast). Moreover, the oscillatory features on the right-hand
side of the letter V in Fig. 1(d) have big amplitudes, thus they
would decrease the switching contrast when the switching takes
place from the bottom of the letter V to the right-hand side and
vice versa. As clearly shown in Fig. 1(b) and (d), at the length
L = 4Lc another weak point of couplers having CCC is the
switching sharpness with the letter V as compared to the letter
U. The similar switching behavior with V-like pattern also hap-
pens at the coupler length L = 2Lc for conventional couplers.
This is understandable, because for conventional couplers with
the length L = 2qLc , where q is an integer number, in the linear
regime when the input power is small, at the output light will
be transferred back to the input core [4]. Meanwhile, at large
input powers, light also gets trapped in the same input core. On
the other hand, at the intermediate input powers a big amount
of input light can be transferred to the other core. Therefore,
the switching with V-like pattern is possible in conventional
couplers with the length L = 2qLc . For couplers having VCC,
the switching with V-like pattern can also be possible, however,
as explained above, the switching sharpness of couplers having
VCC is enhanced as compared to conventional couplers, thus the
letter V is transformed into the U letter. This is a possible mech-
anism explaining the multiple switching with U-like pattern in
couplers having VCC as shown in Fig. 1(b). Note that unlike
the coupler length L = 2qLc with q being an integer number
required to form the V-like pattern for conventional couplers,
in order to obtain the U-like pattern for couplers having VCC
the coupler length can be varied in a large range, provided that
couplers are long enough. The specific coupler length L = 4Lc

with the factor of 4 for the U-like pattern shown in Fig. 1(b) for
couplers having VCC is just a coincidence.

One of crucial parameters for couplers having VCC operating
as a switching device is the angle θ formed by the two cores. It is
obvious that the angle cannot be large, otherwise, the coupling
coefficient will decrease (increase) extremely fast along z if
light propagates from the front (rear) end to the rear (front) end
in Fig. 1(a). As a result, the device will operate as a coupler
for a very short length at the front end, but for the big portion
at the rear end the two cores are practically not coupled. For
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Switching for super-Gaussian input pulse with m = 15
in couplers having VCC. All labels in Fig. 2(a) have the same meanings as labels
in Fig. 1(b). (b) Normalized angles of incline of the tangent line at each point on
the curves in Fig. 2(a) are shown correspondingly in Fig. 2(b). The type and color
of curves in Fig. 2(a) and corresponding curves in Fig. 2(b) are the same. (c) and
(d) Intensity profiles for the input and output pulses when p = N 2 /Pc = 0.85
and 0.88, respectively, for couplers having VCC with length L = 4Lc .

such a short coupler length the device is not able to perform the
switching well. On the other hand, if the angle θ is too small, we
will have a device similar to conventional couplers. For specific
parameters used in Fig. 1 our simulations show that, in order to
perform the switching well, the angle θ should have a value of
several milliradian.

IV. OPTICAL SWITCHING WITH PULSES

High power CW beams often cause damage to optical materi-
als. A common practical solution is to use pulses with high peak
power. When input pulses are used instead of CW beams, one
needs to use all terms in (1)–(2) and in (4)–(5). It has been exper-
imentally demonstrated that in conventional two-core couplers
square pulses can be switched much better than bell-shaped
pulses [18]. So, in this paper we will focus on super-Gaussian
pulses with flat top which resemble square pulses. Fig. 2(a) illus-
trates this case when a super-Gaussian pulse is launched at one
port, for instance A1 = Nexp[-0.5(t/T0)2m ] and A2 = 0 with
T0 = 1ps and m = 15. The super-Gaussian pulse will resemble
the square pulse more and more when the parameter m increases.
All curves shown in Fig. 2(a) denote the same meanings as the
corresponding ones in Fig. 1(b) (only now the input is a super-
Gaussian pulse). The normalized angle of incline α/(π/2) of
the tangent line at each point on the curves in Fig. 2(a) are shown
correspondingly in Fig. 2(b). The type and color of curves in
Fig. 2(a) and corresponding curves in Fig. 2(b) are the same.
Comparing Fig. 1(b) with Fig. 2(a), Fig. 1(c) with Fig. 2(b) one
can see that switching characteristics such as switching sharp-
ness, switching power, multiple switching with long enough
couplers almost remain unchanged, only the switching ratio is
slightly reduced in the super-Gaussian case [curves with label
P1−2 and P2−1 do not go up to the maximum value (unity)
in Fig. 2(a), whereas they do touch that level in Fig. 1(b)]. In
most cases, the switching ratio of couplers having VCC and

Fig. 3. (Color online) Pulse propagation in cores of couplers having VCC
with length L = 4Lc . (a) and (b) p = 0.85: pulse is launched from port 1, then
propagates in both cores 1 and 2, respectively. (b) and (d) Same as (a) and (b),
but now p = 0.88.

standard ones is practically the same [compare the red dashed
and green dashed-dotted curves versus black dotted curves in
Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(a)]. The switching ratio of couplers having
VCC decreases for the case where the multiple switching hap-
pens [compare blue solid curves versus other curves in Fig. 1(b)
and Fig. 2(a)]. But it is noteworthy to mention that the multiple
switching is impossible with standard couplers.

For this specific case with large pulse duration (T0 = 1 ps)
our numerous calculations show that the Raman part contained
in the response function R(t) in (1)–(2) does not play a big role
in the pulse propagation process, thus one can simply take the
Kerr nonlinearity to simulate (1)–(2).

In the remainder of this paper we will analyze in detail the
switching process of that super-Gaussian pulse in couplers hav-
ing VCC with the length L = 4Lc . Fig. 2(c) and (d) show
the intensity profiles for the input and output pulses when
p = N 2/Pc = 0.85 and 0.88, respectively, for couplers hav-
ing VCC with length L = 4Lc ; whereas Fig. 3 shows the pulse
propagation in two cores of couplers. At first, we take the value
p = N 2/Pc = 0.85 for the input pulse [see Fig. 2(c)]. This value
corresponds to the input super-Gaussian pulse (launched to the
port 1) with the label I0 in Fig. 2(c) and one point in the dip
(P1−2 = 0.17) of the blue solid curve in Fig. 2(a) close to the
vertical fragment. With this initial condition, at the output, only
a small portion of energy (17% of the input) will be collected at
the port 2 [indicated by the curve with label I1−2 in Fig. 2(c)],
whereas much of the energy (83%) will be transferred to the port
4 [indicated by the curve with label I1−4 in Fig. 2(c)]. The pulse
propagation in cores 1 and 2 for this case (p = 0.85) is shown
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 3(a) and (b) one can
see that only a small portion of input energy will remain in the
core 1 during the propagation, whereas much of input energy
will be transferred from the core 1 to the core 2.

Now the opposite outcome will happen if we slightly increase
the energy of the input pulse p from 0.85 to 0.88 [see the input
curve with the label I

′
0 in Fig. 2(d)]. With this slight increase

in energy for the input, the corresponding point on the blue
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solid curve in Fig. 2(a) will jump up from the dip (P1−2 =
0.17) to the high level (P1−2 = 0.82). Correspondingly, at the
output, a great portion of energy (82% of the input) will now
be collected at the port 2 [indicated by the curve with label
I

′
1−2 in Fig. 2(d)], whereas only a small portion of the energy

(18%) will be transferred to the port 4 [indicated by the curve
with label I

′
1−4 in Fig. 2(d)]. The pulse propagation in cores

1 and 2 for this case (p = 0.88) is shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d),
respectively. From Fig. 3(c) and (d) one can see that now a great
portion of input energy will remain in the core 1 during the
propagation, whereas only a small amount of input energy will
be transferred from the core 1 to the core 2. So, it is possible
that one can steer a great amount of the energy of a strong input
pulse to a desirable output port just simply by turning ON/OFF
a very weak controlling pulse. It is noteworthy to mention that
the switching in couplers is based on the optical Kerr effect,
so the switching could be as fast as 8ps for couplers made of
AlxGa1−xAs [19] and even faster if other materials with almost
instantaneous response time for Kerr effect, for instance, fused
silica [14], are used.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we demonstrate numerically that a coupler
consisting of two waveguides forming a small angle is able to
switch CW beams or super-Gaussian pulses to desirable output
ports. The switching characteristics such as switching sharp-
ness, switching power of this coupler are much enhanced as
compared to the conventional coupler consisting of two parallel
cores. In particular, the switching sharpness of the new couplers
can be almost ideal. The switching power of the new coupler
is smaller and can be reduced up to two times compared to the
standard switching power in the conventional coupler. The mul-
tiple switching of the new coupler can also be realized at two
and even more ranges of input powers, provided that the coupler
length is long enough. Our results suggest that this new kind of
coupler can have great potential in ultrafast nonlinear switching
applications.
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